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BUSINESS
DESCRIPTION

Georgia System Operations Corporation, or GSOC, is a tax-exempt system operations company. Our MemberOwners are 38 of Georgia’s distribution electric membership corporations (EMCs), Oglethorpe Power
Corporation (OPC) and Georgia Transmission Corporation (GTC). GSOC is one of four companies — along with
OPC, GTC and Smarr EMC — that this group of EMCs (the distribution Members) formed to provide and deliver
wholesale electric services to them.
GSOC was formed in 1997 when OPC spun off its transmission and system operations business units to
form GTC and GSOC, respectively, although GSOC, in effect, has been managing system operations since 1990.
As the system operator, GSOC ensures reliable, safe, independent system operations by controlling and
monitoring electric generation, transmission and distribution assets owned by OPC, GTC, Smarr EMC, the
Members and their power supply partners. Operating within the Southeastern reliability subregion of the
SERC Reliability Corporation (SERC), GSOC complies with all applicable North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) reliability standards. GSOC also manages the critical infrastructure protection (CIP)
program for GTC and itself.
At GSOC, we:
• Enable our Members to leverage their resources and
contracts by providing a range of operations services
that allow them to transact, optimize and account
for their business in the wholesale energy market.
• Coordinate and implement reliability standards in
order to assure the operational stability and performance of GTC and OPC grid interconnected assets.
• Implement system operations activities.
• Dispatch and monitor generation assets.
• Manage Members’ scheduling activities.
• Schedule and monitor individual hourly transactions.
• Implement and maintain the technology, including
telecommunications, necessary to operate
the system.

• Capture the necessary data for billing.
• Ensure customer confidentiality by following strict
standards of conduct.
• Prevent or mitigate system outages by monitoring
the substations from which GTC and our distribution
Members serve their loads, responding promptly and
effectively to system anomalies, and proactively
working to identify and correct potential issues.
• Provide the support services of OPC, GTC, and
GSOC by furnishing shared services functions that
include accounts payable, audit, board administration, campus services, communication, human
resources, information technology, payroll, records
administration and training.
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EXECUTIVE MESSAGE

GREGORY S. FORD
President & Chief Executive Officer
Georgia System Operations Corporation
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As the cover of this annual report states, GSOC is powered
to respond. In our role as our Members’ system operator,
we ensure safe, reliable, compliant, and economic system
operations by controlling and monitoring electric generation,
transmission, and distribution assets owned by OPC, GTC,
Smarr EMC, the Members, and their power supply partners.
It’s a mission we take seriously.
We responded well to system demands during the
prolonged 2019 heat wave. The system set a new all-time
peak of 9,701 MWh, as well as several monthly peaks during
those five hot months. We maintained system reliability
during the extended summer we coordinated closely with
OPC to postpone planned plant maintenance until the
temperatures cooled.
Transmission services also performed well in 2019. In
partnership with GTC, we lowered the System Average
Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) — which is the average
outage duration for each customer served — to an all-time low
of 7.91 minutes. Overall, it was a strong year for our system.
We also made significant progress on the statewide fiber
optic network, ending 2019 with 34 EMC headquarters
connected to the network. By mid-February 2020, we had
connected all but one Member System; that connection will
be completed in the coming months. The team will now
focus on expanding the redundancy of the network and
continuing to add connections to GTC’s substations. This
network is also opening up broadband possibilities for our
Members, particularly in rural areas.

But our power to respond stretches beyond the control
center. GSOC is involved in many areas of the electric utility
industry. This involvement powers influence among our
regulatory branches and keeps us updated on the industry’s
best practices.

Our Region
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration,
Georgia was ranked ninth in the U.S. for statewide electric
generation and third in the Southeast in 2018 (the latest year
for which data is available). That year, the total energy served
for our 38 Member-Owners was 41,310,044 MWh, which
was higher than a third of U.S. states. The role we play in the
electric utility industry is important to our Members, their
members and the nationwide grid.
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation,
or NERC, published the ERO Reliability Risk Priorities
Report in September 2019. It recaps a study of anticipated
risks to the bulk power system over the next few years. Our
Enterprise Risk Management and System Operations teams
studied this report carefully, comparing GSOC’s plans to
the risks that could most affect us in Georgia: grid transformation, security risks, extreme national events and critical
infrastructure interdependencies. As you’ll see in this report,
we have plans in place to operate, manage and protect the
statewide electric grid without falling victim to these threats.
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On Aug. 13, GSOC set a new all-time and
summer peak, breaking the 2014 winter
record by 100 MW. That hot day was the
10th all-time day of energy served, at
173 GWh. System Operations handled the
day smoothly and we were able to maintain
adequate reserves.

Our Industry
Our industry is changing, in part due to renewables and
a shift in generation fuel. The regional entities within
NERC are also evolving. The nation’s electric regional
entities, or REs, shifted from eight regions to six, with
SERC Reliability Corporation, our RE, expanding its
regional territory.
GSOC works to influence the direction of these
regional and regulatory entities for our Members by getting
involved with the organizations. We have more than a
dozen employees serving on NERC and SERC committees
and boards. We also have 25 System Operations employees
serving on committees and conducting peer reviews for
North American Transmission Forum, or NATF, which is
a best practices forum for the transmission sector.

Our Compliance
Regulatory compliance has become part of our core business at GSOC and across the industry. We must meet the
standards set by NERC and SERC in order to operate safely
and reliably, as well as to avoid fines for noncompliance. I’m
proud to say that GSOC always takes compliance seriously.
In fact, SERC will conduct critical infrastructure
protection (CIP) and bulk electric system audits at GSOC
in the fall of 2020. We’re constantly working to ensure
we’re in compliance, so we’re ready when these audits roll
around. GTC will be audited at the same time and, for

the first time, SERC will perform the CIP audit on the
consolidated GTC/GSOC program that we manage.
GSOC is also focused on security awareness. In
2019, we continued educating our employees on phishing
attempts and other security threats. Much of that education comes from monthly mock phishing exercises; those
who click the link and thus fail the test are automatically
directed to training. Our efforts are working: An assessment
conducted late in the year showed a notable improvement
over the assessment earlier in the year.
This comprehensive cybersecurity program, which
involves a variety of departments and the participation
of every employee, is crucial to GSOC, the Family of
Companies, and the Member Systems. I’m pleased to
report there have been no significant security breaches
at GSOC, and the results of regular phishing exercises
indicate our employees are becoming better equipped at
recognizing potential cyber threats.
As we begin a new year, GSOC is powered to respond
in serving our Members and our industry at the highest
levels. I’m proud of our successes in 2019 as we look to
tackle the challenges ahead of us.

Gregory S. Ford
President & Chief Executive Officer
Georgia System Operations Corporation
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Georgia Heat
102˚

2019 HIGHLIGHTS
SYSTEM RESPONSE TO DEMAND
GSOC is powered to respond, managing system
operations in order to deliver safe, economical power to our 38 Members, regardless of the
weather. Georgia had a relatively mild winter,
reaching a winter peak of 8,026 MWh in late
January. That mild weather held until May, when
the heat rolled in.
The system set a new all-time peak of
9,701 MWh on Aug. 13. Energy-wise, that day
became the 10th all-time day of energy served, at
173 GWh. Aug. 13 was also the hottest day for
our system in three years, with many areas hitting
100 degrees.
But August wasn’t the only record-setting
month. New monthly peak records were also set
in May, September and October, during a long
summer when many areas of Georgia set records
for the number of days temperatures were
95 degrees or hotter. Many areas of the state
reached triple digits throughout the summer,
some as late as October.
But GSOC was ready to respond to those hot
demands, and the system performed well. 2019
marked the first time it was necessary to call for
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load management operations in May and October,
as peaks in those months exceeded the load management threshold values in effect at the time.
Because of the October heat, OPC and GTC
rescheduled maintenance on their facilities to
ensure reliable operations through the peaks. As
a result, we were able to effectively operate the
system without much difficulty. At no time was
it necessary to invoke a capacity alert level above
1A, as OPC’s generation facilities, combined with
the other resources brought in by Member agents,
sufficiently covered the load on those hot days.
Those heat-related demands didn’t affect our
transmission services. In partnership with GTC,
GSOC continued to reduce our System Average
Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI), which
measures the amount of time customers are without power due to transmission-related issues. Our
2019 SAIDI hit an all-time low of 7.91 minutes
— a full minute lower than in 2018 and half that
from 10 years ago.

Many areas of the state reached triple digits
throughout the summer — with Albany, Augusta,
Columbus, Rome, Savannah, Valdosta and Warner
Robins hitting 100 degrees as late as October.

SAIDI

7.91 Minutes

2019 SAIDI, or System Average
Interruption Duration Index, set
an all-time low of 7.91 minutes —
a full minute lower than in 2018.

41,310,044 MWh
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2019’s Total Energy Served,
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On Aug. 13, GSOC set
a new all-time and
summer peak, breaking the 2014 record by
100 MW. That hot day
was the 10th all-time
day of energy served,
at 173 GWh. System
Operations handled the
day smoothly and we
were able to maintain
adequate reserves.
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To date, about a third of GTC’s substations
have been connected to the network. Once
all 38 EMCs have been connected, the GSOC/
GTC team will concentrate on connecting the
remaining substations.

THE POWER OF FIBER
In partnership with GTC, GSOC continued
connecting our EMCs’ headquarters to the fiber
network. We began 2019 with 19 connected.
By the end of December, 34 EMC headquarters
were connected to the network.
How does the fiber network benefit our
Members? First, we have a secure backbone that
connects the Family of Companies with our
Member Systems independently of commercial
networks. And the increased bandwidth, coupled
with high-speed data connections, powers the
entire network — from the EMCs to the Family
of Companies — to better run the complex
operational applications we need to supply electricity across the state.
Once connected, an EMC can obtain internet
access and other network services at a lower cost,
as well as connect to other EMC offices. We’re
providing internet service to several of our EMCs,
while others are using the fiber network to obtain
their own internet service at wholesale rates.
GTC’s substations are also joining the fiber
network. Currently, about a third of GTC’s
substations are connected. These connections
are important for daily operations, as well as
in responding to complications due to severe
weather. Our fiber network has proven to have
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vastly superior reliability and capacity than commercially available services.
With the power of the fiber network, our
Member Systems now have the foundation in
place to leverage their telecommunications assets
for economic development, including broadband
for their communities.

Fiber Network

Powering on With GNOC
Georgia Network Operations Company, or
GNOC, is the telecom-focused subsidiary
established by GSOC in 2017. During 2019,
it completed an arrangement with Pineland
Telephone Cooperative for an additional 10 Gbps
connection from Americus to Vidalia, as well
as an agreement with West Carolina Rural
Telephone Cooperative, or WCTEL, to take
three 10 Gbps connections on the network.
GNOC is also negotiating an agreement with
Clik Broadband to exchange bandwidth to help
us connect with Member facilities.
Future discussions include identifying how
to support those EMCs interested in providing
broadband services. Specifically, GSOC, GTC,
and GNOC could provide services to an EMC
or its partners to reduce obstacles to successful
broadband initiatives.

Jacksonville

The GSOC/GTC team connected
15 EMCs to the statewide fiber network
in 2019, bringing the total number of
EMC headquarters connections to 34.
The remaining four will be connected
in early 2020.

THE RESPONSE TO RISK
AS THE SYSTEM OPERATOR FOR OUR MEMBER SYSTEMS, GSOC IS CHARGED WITH DELIVERING
SAFE, RELIABLE AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM OPERATIONS. BUT THAT RESPONSIBILITY STRETCHES
BEYOND PLANNING GENERATION CAPACITY AND BRINGING A DOWNED TRANSMISSION LINE
BACK ONLINE. WE ALSO PLAN FOR ANY WHAT-IF SITUATIONS THAT COULD DISRUPT THE
STATEWIDE GRID.
GSOC, AS WELL AS OTHER UTILITIES ACROSS THE U.S., GETS GUIDANCE FROM OUR
REGULATORY ENTITIES, NERC AND SERC, WHO SEE THE BIG PICTURE OF THE NATIONWIDE
GRID. AFTER NERC PUBLISHED ITS 2019 ERO RELIABILITY RISK PRIORITIES REPORT LAST FALL,
GSOC IDENTIFIED HOW WE ARE PREPARED TO ADDRESS THE RISKS TO THE GRID: GRID TRANSFORMATION, SECURITY RISKS, EXTREME NATURAL EVENTS AND CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
INTERDEPENDENCIES. HOW IS GSOC TACKLING THESE ISSUES?
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The first solar project, Azalea Solar, was implemented
in 2013. Just a few years later, solar capacity on our
system is growing exponentially, more than doubling in
2019 to 230 MW. By 2023, we anticipate having 1,087 MW
of solar capacity on the system.

GRID TRANSFORMATION
WE’RE PREPARED FOR THE
GRID TRANSFORMATIONS

The transformation of the grid has powered a strong planning
and risk management program at GSOC. We’re prepared for the
grid transformations we’re facing now and in the coming years.

WE’RE FACING NOW AND IN

Generation

THE COMING YEARS.
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Electricity generation has evolved over the last couple of
decades. Coal, for example, is no longer our system’s mostused generation fuel; in fact, it’s dropped by 15% over the
last decade and is expected to decrease more in the coming
years. Solar is rapidly becoming a part of our generation mix
— from 8 MW in 2014 to 230 MW by the end of 2019. And
it’s going to continue to increase, with estimates as high as
1,087 MW on our system by 2023. Nuclear capacity will also
increase in the next few years as Vogtle Units 3 and 4 come
online, adding more than 650 MW to our resource mix.
With this grid transformation comes planning and a shift
in processes. GSOC is working closely with OPC and the
Member Systems to ensure we have the procedures in place to
dispatch these different energy resources. Although capacity shortfall is a concern in many areas of the country, we’re
confident that our energy supply is not an issue.

Transmission
GSOC works in partnership with GTC in monitoring
its thousands of miles of lines on the state’s Integrated
Transmission System, or ITS. One critical role GSOC plays
in this partnership is helping restore electric service across
the state during inclement and severe weather conditions.
Lightning, icing and other weather-related elements can cause
transmission lines to fail. We continuously monitor every
delivery point to get a breaker, substation, or transmission line
back in service as quickly and as safely as possible.
The continued reduction in SAIDI indicates our transmission system is working. In just five years, the GSOC/GTC
team has reduced this customer outage measurement by more
than three minutes.
We’re also working on the next upgrade of the energy
management system, which provides computer-aided tools
for the system operators to monitor, control, and optimize
performance of our generation and transmission systems.

Changing Energy Supply Mix
2010

2019

43%

45%

Gas

10%

Nuclear

11%
4%
1%

Coal

5%

41%
1%

38%

Hydro
Solar
Other

Over the last decade, we’ve seen the energy supply mix shift away from coal to
gas, especially as gas prices have dropped. Solar energy on our system did not exist
10 years ago, but is now supplying approximately 1% of our needs, and is expected
to increase dramatically over the next few years.

SAIDI Reduced
In just 15 years, the
GSOC/GTC team has
reduced SAIDI — the
average amount of
time customers are
without power due to
transmission-related
issues — by more than
10 minutes.
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Workforce
More than a decade ago, GSOC saw a new risk on the horizon:
an acceleration of retirements and the potential loss of important
skill sets. Since that time, we have strengthened our focus on our
workforce strategy.
Recruiting continues to be crucial to replace those who are
retiring. Our recruitment team is reaching out across the Southeast
and the nation to find those candidates who can join us in operating
our core business.

Once those new employees are on board, they — like all
GSOC employees — receive training via our corporate university,
GRID: GSOC’s Road to Individual Development. Through GRID,
employees and their managers work together to create individual
development plans that strengthen employees’ skills. One of GRID’s
most powerful successes is a suite of courses taught by subject matter
experts on GSOC’s core business, which is open to all Family of
Companies employees.

Intellectual Capital:
Corporate University
Our corporate university
is GRID: GSOC’s Road to
Individual Development.
Among GRID’s successes is
a suite of courses taught by
subject matter experts on
GSOC’s core business, open
to all Family of Companies
employees. Participation
is high, with five of 2019’s
seven courses at or near
full capacity.
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100%

Course
Capacity

83%

94%

2019 Participation
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SECURITY VULNERABILITIES
Cybersecurity
Awareness
March

84%
November

92%
In 2019, we increased our
emphasis on security awareness
through a series of exercises.
They were bookended by cybersecurity strength assessments,
the first in March to identify
training opportunities and the
second in November to gauge
progress. We had an overall
score of 84% for the March assessment, increasing to 92% for
the November assessment.

Operational security — physical and cyber — is an essential
component of a highly reliable bulk power system. We saw
the hacking fallout in Ukraine in 2015. In 2019, cybercriminals targeted more than a dozen smaller electric utilities in
the U.S. that are located near dams, locks and other critical
infrastructure. The threat is real.
At GSOC, we have a robust, multilayer security program designed to defend GSOC, the Family of Companies,
our Member Systems, and our statewide electric grid
against physical and cyber threats.
How are we protecting our system from being breached?
Our system operations network is partitioned from the
corporate network, secured by additional firewalls and
heavy protection. Only CIP-critical staff have access to the
network and the rooms containing these key assets.
But systems and software can only do so much.
One element critical to protecting our networks is our
employees. For the last few years, GSOC has conducted
a multifaceted cyber awareness training program to
strengthen our employees’ knowledge, giving them the
skills they need to distinguish genuine emails from phishing attempts. This comprehensive cybersecurity program
is crucial to the organization and involves a variety of
departments and the participation of every employee. Our
employees who operate and manage the system participate

in a CIP-centric security awareness program to ensure
the safety and integrity of that network and all of our
CIP assets.
An important layer of protection is our Security &
Network Operations Center, or SNOC, which monitors
and responds to issues with OPC’s, GTC’s, and GSOC’s
critical assets and the statewide telecommunications network. SNOC ensures the reliability and integrity of these
facilities and the network so that our energy and transmission control room operators can focus on ensuring the
overall reliability of the electric grid.
In addition, we procure equipment and software that
have met strenuous cybersecurity requirements.
The category of Security Risks also comprises the
work we do in the Legal & Compliance Department,
ensuring we have the right internal controls in place and
that we’re always in compliance with strict NERC requirements. This fall, we’ll have CIP and bulk electric system
audits by SERC.
GSOC doesn’t limit system protection to our electronic
systems. We’re also focused on the potential of a physical
safety breach. Our participation in the nationwide GridEx V
is one example of that focus.
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Employees who operate and manage the system participate in a Critical Infrastructure
Protection, or CIP-centric, security awareness program to ensure the safety and integrity of
that network and all our CIP assets. Cybersecurity strength assessments for CIP-critical staff
saw a significant score increase of more than 20% in 2019.
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An extreme natural event —
hurricane, tornado, ice storm,
severe heat — can affect how we
deliver power. GSOC protects the
system by ensuring system resilience. We’re prepared to quickly
respond and get the system back
up. We coordinate closely among
our partners — GTC, OPC and the
Members — to ensure we’re in step
and reacting as needed. Our system
operators participate in drills to
ensure they’re ready when needed
and are well-versed in our business
continuity plans.

EXTREME NATURAL EVENTS AND
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
INTERDEPENDENCIES
The remaining two risks to the grid, as identified in the
NERC report, are Extreme Natural Events and Critical
Infrastructure Interdependencies. For our system and
our operations, our mitigation plans for these two risks
are parallel.
An extreme natural weather event can wreak havoc
on our system, affecting how we deliver power. How does
GSOC prepare for something we can’t foresee until maybe
just days in advance?
We start by ensuring system resilience. We are prepared to quickly respond to the devastation of a natural
event and get the system back up. We coordinate closely
among our partners — GTC, OPC and the Members —
to ensure we’re in step and reacting as needed.
But we don’t wait until the storm is headed our way.
Our seasoned staff of system operators participate in drills
to ensure they’re ready when needed. They participate in
business continuity drills and are well-versed in our business continuity plans.
Critical infrastructure dependencies, which come
into play during an extreme natural event, reference how

providers of critical infrastructure services such as electricity, water, natural gas, oil and telecommunications depend
on one another.
GSOC, in partnership with OPC and GTC, works
hard to mitigate risk by having tools in place that can
be used if needed. Our Lawrenceville facility, where our
backup control center is housed, can be running the
system in mere minutes if the main control center is incapacitated. Our system operators have quarterly drills to
quickly move operations to Lawrenceville, so they know
what to do in case of an incident in Tucker.
We also don’t depend solely on our strong telecommunications fiber network. In the event that network fails —
despite its multiple levels of redundancy and diversity — we
have satellite phones so we can keep communications going
with our Members and other critical partners.
GSOC will continue to work toward hardening our services for the Members with regard to these four system risks.
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GRIDEx V: By the Numbers
organizations
nationwide
participants
nationwide
marked GSOC’s
5th GridEx exercise

OUR RESPONSE TO RISK
GSOC has the plans in place to mitigate potential risks
to the system. But putting those plans in place isn’t all we
do. We participate in drills, internally and externally. We
also use peer reviews to tighten our processes.

communications and natural gas sectors. Goals of the
two-day exercise include practicing incident response
plans, enhancing lines of communication and collaboratively sharing lessons learned. GSOC organized this year’s
effort for the Family of Companies.

GridEx V
That’s one reason why our involvement in GridEx is vital to
our organization and for the Members. GridEx is a nationwide exercise, organized by NERC’s Electricity Information
Sharing and Analysis Center, or E-ISAC. In 2019, GridEx
V saw the participation of about 450 organizations and
6,500 individuals across a variety of infrastructure-related
industries, including electric utilities, law enforcement, and
government agencies.
The 2019 simulation involved a scenario featuring
direct cyber and physical attacks on energy infrastructure and examining the cascading impacts to the
14
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NATF Peer Review
GSOC and GTC participated in a weeklong peer review in November, conducted by the North American
Transmission Forum, or NATF, a best practices organization for transmission owners and operators. Its peer
review is designed to promote the use of industry superior
practices to achieve excellence in the reliability and resiliency of the bulk electric transmission system.
Industry subject matter experts from 26 NATF member companies quizzed our staff on practices and policies.
Our processes were compared to NATF’s Principles of

Operating Excellence (POEs) and given a maturity score
to reflect how well we’re incorporating the POE attributes.
The POE attributes reflect a leading practice, robust,
mature state program.
The results from the NATF peer review were strong.
As they noted, we have management commitment for reliability, security and compliance. They added that GSOC
and GTC, though being relatively small companies, have
and use many tools to ensure the system runs reliably.
GSOC and GTC have been members of NATF since
its inception in 2008. In fact, several employees have
served as subject matter experts in peer reviews for other
entities, and many will serve on peer reviews in 2020.
At GSOC, we participate with and share best practices from organizations to ensure we are operating your
system at an optimum level.
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MEMBER SYSTEMS

			
Member System

Member System
Representative

Manager

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Altamaha EMC
Amicalola EMC
Canoochee EMC
Carroll EMC
Central Georgia EMC
Coastal EMC

Robert E. Youmans
John H. Bennett Jr.
Lavanda Lynn
Alvin W. Ginn
D.A. Robinson III
John B. Kearns

Romanous Dotson
Todd Payne
Lou Ann Phillips
Timothy C. Martin
George L. Weaver
Christopher W. Fettes

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Cobb EMC
Colquitt EMC
Coweta-Fayette EMC
Diverse Power
Excelsior EMC
Flint EMC

David Tennant
William Huey Hiers
Mildred A. Winkles
Harrell L. Landreth
Vacant
Clarence J. Robinson Jr.

Peter Heintzelman
Danny Nichols
Christopher L. Stephens
Wayne Livingston
Greg Proctor
Robert F. Ray Jr.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Grady EMC
GreyStone Power
Habersham EMC
Hart EMC
Irwin EMC
Jackson EMC
Jefferson Energy Cooperative

Eric Cohen
Neal Dettmering
Dan Thurmond
Guerry Hall
Sandy McClurd
Shade Storey
Joe Shurley

Joe Pandy
Gary A. Miller
F. Whit Hollowell
Jeffrey W. Murphy
Randy Crenshaw
Ernest A. Jakins III
Chris Dillard

			 d/b/a Coastal Electric Cooperative

			 d/b/a Flint Energies

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Little Ocmulgee EMC
Middle Georgia EMC
Mitchell EMC
Ocmulgee EMC
Oconee EMC
Okefenoke REMC
Planters EMC
Rayle EMC
Satilla REMC
Sawnee EMC
Slash Pine EMC
Snapping Shoals EMC
Southern Rivers Energy
Sumter EMC
Three Notch EMC
Tri-County EMC
Upson EMC
Walton EMC
Washington EMC

Jim Knight
Ronnie Fleeman
W. Lucius Adkins Jr.
Barry H. Martin
Charles B. Grace
Jimmy Woodard
Horace H. Weathersby III
Jackie Copelan
Robert L. Lewis Jr.
Roger T. Coker
Lowell Herring
Gene Morris
John W. Dumas
Bob Jernigan
Steve Holt
Thomas Noles
Raphael A. Brumbeloe
Daniel J. Chelko
Mike McDonald

Lewis Sheffield
Randy Crenshaw
Tony F. Tucker
W.H. Peacock
Terri Howard
John Middleton
Edward M. Brinson Jr.
Tony Griffin
Romeo A. Reyes
Michael A. Goodroe
J. Timothy Register
Brad Thomas
Michael J. McMillan
Rene Smith
Carlton O. Thomas
Ray Grinberg
Neal Trice
D. Ronnie Lee
Wendy H. Sellers
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
From left: Anthony Norton, Chairman;
Neal Shepard, Vice Chairman;
Harry Park, Secretary-Treasurer

From left: Jerry Boatwright; Donnie Cordell;
James Goodrich; Chip Jakins; Simmie King

From left: Wayne Livingston; Mike McDonald;
Bob Ray; Lewis Sheffield; Neal Trice

OFFICERS

From left: Greg Ford, President & CEO; John Sweeney, Executive Vice President, Chief Business & Finance Officer; Raleigh Nobles, Senior Vice President,
System Operations; Tina James, Vice President, Shared Services Administration; Keith Porterfield, Vice President, Chief Legal & Compliance Officer;
Alan Sioberg, Vice President, Chief Information Officer; Clay Smith, Senior Advisor, Legal & Compliance
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2100 East Exchange Place
Tucker, Georgia 30084
gasoc.com

In accordance with Federal law and U.S. Department of Agriculture policy, this institution is prohibited from discriminating on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex,
religion, age or disability. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights, Room 326-W,
Whitten Building, 1400 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20250-9410, or call 202-720-5964 (voice or TDD). USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.

